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I. INIKDDDCTrCN

1. Purpose and InportancE of the Study

Food prices are in many eccxxanies sensitive indicators of social

aid political stability. Ihe important issue to consumers is the

price paid at the retail counter. The price level and price

instability, however, are thought to originate in i;5)stream markets

(agriculture, and processing) viiich bear the major cost of

production. Even thou^ U.S. food consunption accounts for only a

small portion of the disposable inccne, custcmers are sensitive to

food prices. 1 Groceries are bought frequently and the prices of

frequently purciiased items are familiar to nost shcppers. Moreover,

food is a necessity and demand is therefore price-inelastic, so that

price changes have a big impact on a consumer's budget.

In the early 20th century grocery retailing ejqjerienced

CCTisiderable structural change vJien horizontally and vertically

integrated chainstores developed. later in the 1950s the ascent of

si^jermarkets altered the prevailing food distributiOTi system

significantly. By this time, public attention was drawn towards the

evolving food retailing sector, v*iicii shewed potentieil for efficiency

gains and lower food prices but aaso meant a decreasing number of

groceiy stores. The inherent danger of an increasingly oligopolistic

market structure became subject of concern and a Federal Trade

^According to Kchls and Uhl (1985, p. 72) 16 percent of
disposable income in 1982 was spend on food.



Commission study in 1966 the first to conduct a study on this issue,

evaluated the relationships between market structure and ccnpetitive

behavior in the food retailing industry. Since then the industry's

structure, conduct and performance has been cijserved and studied by

nunerous researchers. Ihe purpose of this paper is to evaluate the

literature on oligc^xjly power in the retail food industry, following

the structure-conduct-performance model of industrial organization

theory.

2. Hetbadology and CXitlins

The traditional a{5)roach to analyzing a market in the context of

industrial organization consists of studying the factors that

influence market performance. The underlying paradigm is summarized

in Figure 1. The basic conditions of supply and demand determine the

structure of a particular market. Ihe elements of martet structure,

in turn, influence the possible range of market conduct. Actual

conduct is responsible for the market's performance in terms of

efficiency, econcmic progress, equity and macroeconanic stability.

Ihe present paper is structured as follows. The historical

developments in the U.S. grocery retail trade are summarized before

the relevant market is identified. For the grocery retail trade the

nature of technology Jind public policies are the most important basic

conditions of supply that determine market structure. On the demand

. r \v



Figure 1: A model of industrial organization analysis

Basic Ocziditlans

Simply Demand

Raw matericils Price elasticity
Technology Substitutes
Unionization Rate of grcwth
Product durability Cyclical and
Value/wei^t seasonal character
Business attitudes Purchase method
Public policies Marteting type

Ibrioet stmcture

Number of sellers and buyers
Product differentiation
Barriers to entry
Cost structures
Vertical integration
Oonglanerateness

Ocnduct

Pricing behavior
Product strategy and advertising
Research and innovation
Plant investment
Legcil tactics

PerfaDaanoe

Production and allocative efficiency
Progress
Full ertployment
Equity

Source: Scherer, 1980, p. 4.



side price elasticities, product substitutability, and consumer

behavior are relevant influences on structure and conduct of the

industry.

Iferket structure is characterized by enterprise differentiation,

the pendant to product differentiation in manufacturing industries as

each retail food outlet differentiates itself by introducing a unique

product-price-service mix. Sellers concentration, the traditional

indicator for the degree of competition and market pcwer, as well as

conglomerateness and vertical integraticai, vihicii have both

inplications for conduct and performance in individual markets will

be discussed subsequently, the conditions of entry axe also part of

the market structure, as they have influence on industry

concentration and the persistence of monopoly profits.

Pricing behavior, and advertising and pronotion strategies are

the main issues of firm ccaiduct in grocery retailing. Research and

development, investment strategies, and legal tactics are of minor

irrportance and shall be neglected.

The evaluation of market performance is quite caiplex and shall

be discussed with regard to price and profit performance in the

efficiency section. The issues of inocroe redistribution will be

addressed under the performance criteria of equity. Whether progress

and full employment are fostered by the irxiustry structure and

ccaiduct will not be considered explicitly.

Finally, conclusions that can be drawn for public policy

regarding actual martet structure, conduct and perfonrance will be

briefly discussed before the most important findings are summarized.



H. EETEF HISrCKX OF THE nffioanof

In the early 20th century independent neighborhood stores were the

major source for food purchases. They offered a limited assortment of

food items and extended services, including packaging, heme delivery,

and credit. After Wbrld War I, however, diainstores increasingly

displaced indQ)endent retailers. Corporate food chains enjoyed cost

advantages frcm large scale buying, consolidated management, and

reduced services (no credits, no hone-delivery) .^ large chains such as

the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Conpany (AiP) and Kroger also

engaged in vertical integration v*iich created further efficiency gains

by replacing small and specialized \*iolesalers.3

' Ihe growth of corporate chains induced ind^jendent retailers and

wholescilers to coc^jerate. In 1940 vAioleseder sponsored voluntary

retail chains and retailer-owned cooperative vtiolesalers (affiliated

chains) accounted for 30 percent of cill grocery store sales caipared to

36 percent held by corporate chains; in 1970 unaffiliated independents

almost disappeared, as the share of affiliated ciiains was 45 percent

and the share of corporate chains was 48 percent.'* According to the

most recent Retail Census, firms operating 10 or more stores reached a

^Until 1948 chains were defined as firms c^)erating 4 or more
stores, since then 11 or more stores (Marion, ParJter and Handy 1986,

p. 294). The Census of Retail Trade 1982, hcwever, brea3cs off at 10 or
more stores.

^iferion, Parker and Handy, 1986, p. 294.

^Kchls and Uhl, 1985, p.ll3.



share of total grocery store sales of 62.3 percent in 1982.^

In the 1920 's the supermarket was invented and prcinoted in few

U.S. cities by indeperrient retailers. It came mainly out of the desire

to increase ccnvenience by offering a wider eissortnent of food items,

viiile reducing costs by introducing self-service. Hie SLpermarket

concept was fostered by develc^ments after World War II, vben

increasing income, suburban forms of settlement, improved storage

facilities, ard greater mobility lead to new shc^ping attitudes (one-

stop shcfping by car) . At the same time enhanced develc^roent of new

food products inspired by technologiccil possibilities and also the

increased demand for convenience products had feedback effects on the

size and kind of grocery stores. In the 1950's almost clLI retailers

converted to the supermarket conc^jt, that became "an American symbol

of innovatiCTi, affluence, abundance, efficiency, and the good life."^

^u.S. Department of Ccmnerce, Census of Retail Trade 1982,

Establishment and Firms Size, Table 3. Note, that Census data does not

capture the consolidated market shares of affiliated chains.

%)hls and Uhl, 1985, p.ll4.



m. IHE EEIEVaKT MfiRKEnS IN KXDD REERILINS

The determination of the relevant market is essential for the

understanding of the structure-conduct^jerformance relationships and

the concliosions drawn for public policy. Ihe market definition should

include cdl firms that ccnpete with eadi other by accounting for

geographic scope and product substitutability.^

1. Geographic Hartet

There is cannon agreement that food retailers cperate in local

geographic markets. Custaners do not usually travel far to shop for

groceries. However, as figure 2 indicates, the particular trading

areas overlap, and the majority of ccansumers visit more than one store

per week.

The most inportant medium of marketing among grocery stores is

printed advertising (loccil newspapers, flyers, and mailers) . The size

of newspaper circulation can serve as an ^jproximative measure for the

relevant geographic market. Most studies, however, rely on the

Standard Metrc^jolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) defined by the U.S.

Government, cilthou^ SMSAs are sanetimes very broadly defined, since

they may include more than one county or several econcmically separated

trading areas. Hearings durirq the Grand Union merger case revealed

''Greer, 1984, p. 103.
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Figure 2: Number of stores shc^jped in each week

Four or more store

One store

Two stores

Sourcs: Progressive Grocer, 54th Annual H^»rt, i^ril 1987, p. 44.
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that supermarket ciiains also distinguish their c^jeratirq districts on

SMSA basis for purposes like pronations, price checking of ccnpetitors,

and expansion plans.

^

2. Product Ibzket

Grocery stores offer a wide variety of canned and frozen foods,

packaged or bulk dry groceries (i.e. tea, coffee, flcur) and other

processed or fresh foods as well as nonedible grocery items (i.e. soap,

detergents, paper products) .^ Ihe assortment of other food stores like

bakeries, butchers, and delicatessen shcps are much narrower and

cannot, even when considered as aggregate, fully r^lace grocery

stores. The same applies to the food service industry (restaurants)

,

viiich provides mainly food for consumption away fron home.

Even ancrq grocery stores there is considerable variation in the

product-service mix. Delimitated by the d^Jth and width of assortment,

as well as to the overall price level, two major product markets can be

distinguished in grocery retailing: Supermarkets and convenience

stores. A sL?3ermarket is a full line, departmentalized store carrying

approximately 10,000 itesms and serves as a main source for major weekly

purchases. In contrast, convenience stores provide fill-in or

sujplemental purchases and generally do not offer fresh produce or

^Federal Trade Cattmission, 1981, p. 204.

%.S. Department of Conmerce, 1985, Census of Retail Trade 1982,

Establishment and Firm Size, ;^>pendix A.



meat. Ihey stock about 500-3000 items and derive 60 percent of their

seaes from tcAsacco, beer, soft drinks, milk, magazines and newspapers,

and candy. '° supermarkets do not price dieck convenience stores as

they do not consider them conpetitors in expansion plans and store

location studies. ^^

However, there is seme debate about the actual substitutability of

convenience stores and supermarkets. The product market definition has

far-reaching implications for public policy, as the controversial

cpinions of the Federal Trade Canmission (PTC) and the Administrative

Law Judge (ALT) in the Grand Union merger case with Colonicil Stores

demonstrate. •'2
'

. ,

^°Marion et al.,1979a, p.57.

line, 1984, p. 1000.

12ihe Administrative law JxxJge (AU) based his decision (Oct. 1981)

to challenge Grard Union's meirket extension merger on the ccnpetitive

situation in the si^ermartet sutniarket, vAiere high barriers to entry

were testified. This initial decision was reversed in 1983 by the

final order of the Federal Trade Canmission (FTC) viiich considered the

cutoff between supermarkets and smaller grocery stores as arbitrary.

The FTC took all grocery store sales as the relevant product market and

concluded that entry barriers were generally low, since successful

entry of single store c^ierators have been reported. For detailed

discussion see FTC, 1984, pp. 857-865 (barrier to entry, initial

decision), pp. 995-1004 (product martet, initiea decision) , jp. 1038-1047

(relevant markets, FTC cpinion) , and pp. 1062-1067 (entry barriers, FTC

c^jinion)

.
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IV. SURVEY AND EVMUKnCH OF OHE nnSEftlURE

1. Basic Ocnditicns

Under this term all external factors influencing an industry's

structure and conduct are included. Factors that affect the supply

side directly and those vAiich work more indirectly throu^ consumer

demand will be discussed s^)erately.

1.1. Supply Side

Among the basic conditions on the supply side of food retailing,

technology and public policy are the major issues. Juridical settings

regulate the econcmic life including and the form of amership and

business conduct. Liberal regulations for work and service hours gave

way to extended open-hours at seven days a week, allowing a consumer

oriented distribution system.

the antitrust laws and the vigor of their enforcement played an

important role in the pattern of the industry's horizontal and

conglonerate structure. Between 1949 and 1964 mergers contributed

significantly to national concentration, as the twenty largest grocery

retailing firms acquired control over 70 percent of all capital in the

industry. ^2 In the following decade (1965-1974) the merger activity of

the tap twenty grocery chains weis significantly reduced by actions of

l^Marion et al., 1979a, p. 19.

11



the Federal Trade Conmission (FTC) , vho desired to preserve ncre

possibilities of growth for smaller chains and viaolescilers.^*

In the inid-1970s, viien the FTC's consent orders with leading

chains ejq)ired, severed substantial horizontal and market extension

mergers occurred and remained unchallenged with few exc^Jtions. For

exaitple, in 1976 A&P acquired 62 stores of National Tea in Chicago;

ncre recently Kroger, the second largest retailer, acquired Dillon Co.

in 1983, and American Co. became the third largest grocery retailer by

sverging with Jewel Co. in 1984. '^

Technology is another force shaping the food retailing system.

Hi^ mobility of consumers and adequate danestic storage facilities

favor shelling centers and large supermarkets whidi allcw one-stc^

shOH>ing. The increasing number of items, vrtiich reflect growing demand

for convenience goods and for variety at hi^ier inccme levels, requires

large stores with caiplex storage and display facilities. Large stores

are feasible since modem techniques for handling and storage are

available. Labor and capital saving methods require a larger sales

volume, so that econcsnies of scale can be aciiieved by larger

supermarkets. For example, the introduction of Universal Product Code

(UPC) laser scanners is a recent technicsil innovation that cillows more

efficient storage and turnover control. ^^ This tectinique may have an

inportant impact on future market structure, since it enables large

scale stores ard chainstores to gain the store-level pricing and

^''Marion et al., 1979a, fp. 19-22.

^^Marion, Parker and Handy, 1986, p. 339-340.

l^Haram and Grinnell, 1983, p. 1069.

12



merchandising flexibility that has traditionally been the independents'

principal strength.-'-^

1.2. Demand Side

Aggregate food demand is very inelastic, as there are physical

limits to eating capacity, and there are no substitutes for food.

Haidacher (1983, p. 33) estimated that for the consunption of food at

heme the price eleisticity was -.2073 and the inccme elasticity was

0.3648. Individual product elasticities may be hi^er, acconding to

their substitutability, althou^ estimates vary considerably depending

on the models and data chosen. '^ Huang (1985, p. 20) estimated the

following price elasticities for the observation period 1953-1983:

Beef and veal -.62 Rice -.15
Pork -.73 Sugar -.05
Oranges -.99 Apples -.20
Grapes -1.38 Carrots -.04

Tomatoes -.56 Cabbage -.04

Canned peas -.69

Because the lew demand eleisticities for food are lew, population

grcwth is the predaninant factor affecting demand for food. Inccme

growth further shifts demand tcwards convenience goods cind si^^plemental

services (i.e. delicatessen d^artments) and gave, coupled with

consumers demand for variety in food consumption, scc^je for increasing

I'^Grinnell, 1981, p. 29.

'•^Huang (1985, p. 14) estimates for butter a price elasticity of -

.1670 and an inccme elasticity of .0227, whereas ELaylock and Smallwood
(1985, p. 13) find an income elasticity of 0.350 for butter.

13



enterprise differentiation.

Consumers' shopping behavior, their criteria for store choices ard

responses to retailer efforts in attractir^ customers, is an irrportant

element of demand that influences retail firms bdiavior. Many

customers develop store loyalty. As mucii as 77 percent of custoniers

have shc{;ped at their present store for more than two years. '^ The

main reason for switching stores was the fact that the shcpper moved.

Further, on average 72 percent of the food dollar is spent in the

prinary store and even price conscious shcppers made 66 percent of

their food purchases in their primary store. ^0

this rather static behavior and the persistence of price spreads

between stores lead seme researchers to the assuirption that price

information of consumers is not sufficient. Devine and Marion (1979,

p. 229) claim:

"When price information is poor and perceived store

differences are sli^t, consumers are expected to rely

heavily on nonprice factors in selecting a store. Increased

price information is expected to reverse this phenomenon ..."

Devine and Marion (1979, pp. 234-235) confirmed their hypothesis of

consumer behavior, by observing substantieil shifts in patronage in

Ottawa-Hull (Canada) after publishing price reports conparing

individuca product prices and market basket costs across stores. In

contrast, Boynton et al. (1983) found only minor influences of price

r^»rts on consumers' store selection in a similar study conducted in

^^Progressive Grocer, i^ril 1987, p. 44.

^^Progressive Grocer, i^ril 1987, p. 44.

14



four U.S. city pairs. ^1 Consumers surveyed by Boynton et al. indicated

that the price reports were considered wore as general martet

information than as a personal shc^ping aid. Furthermore, custorrers

perc^jtions about store price levels have been relatively accurate. ^2

lesser and Hall (1983, p. 96), who used a different methodology and

covered only seven items in their price reports (ccnpared to 65 by

Devine and Marion and 100 by Boynton et al . ) , also found no

relationship between the availability of price reports and prices paid

by consumers.

All those stixUes draw heavily on price as the determinant for

selecting a grocery store. Assuming rational decisions, however,

consumers will not minimize their expenses at the food store, but seek

to maximize their utility, taking into account all of the costs and

benefits of shopping. The important issues on the cost side include

the money cost of traveling, and opportunity cost of time (needed to

travel, search for a parking space, and in-store shopping) . Therefore,

store location may be an important determinant of store patronage. On

the benefit side, specialty items, extended hours, cleanliness, package

price marking, couponing, and store games may influence store choice as

well. 23

21chosen were cities having 190,000-340,000 inhabitants. As test
cities served Springfield, Missouri; Erie, Pennsylvania; Des Moines,

Iowa; and South Bend, Indiana. Ihey were matched with cotiparable

control cities in the same states (Jos^ii, MO; Altoona,PA; C2uad

Cities, lA; and Terre Haute, IN). Boynton, Blanke and Uhl, 1983, p. 21.

22Boynton et al., 1983, p. 26.

23progressive Grocer, Oct. 1983, p. 44.

15



2. Strusture of the U.S. Grocery Ketailing Industry

Ihe structure of a market includes many aspects vMch are

interrelated. The focus of industrial organization lies often on

concentration and barriers to entry as both are major determinants for

oligopolistic conduct in terms of exploitation of market power.

Enterprise differentiation, vertical and conglcsnerate organization

complement the above indicators and will be discussed seperatly.

2.1. Enterprise Differentiaticn

Gnxsry stores differentiate themselves by providing a particular

product-service mix. Enterprise differentiation is possible since

consumer preferences differ with regard to d^3th and width of

assortment, speed of check-out, general shopping environment, and store

games. 24 Differentiated stores can e^^ject a nore inelastic demand

vMch may provide them sane discretion in pricing decisions. Currently

a variety of store formats cranpete for custcmers. In figure 3 the

various store formats are classified according to their width of

assortment, and price and service level.

Conventional supermarkets cover a selling area of 20-30,000 square

feet, and handle about 12,000 items. Snjerstores have a larger selling

area, erifhasize specialty d^jartments, and carry a wider range of

general merchandise. If nonfood items are a major part of the entire

24Ratchford and Brown, 1985, p. 293.

16



Figure 3: Retail Food Store Formats
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merchandise, the store is called conbination store. Generally,

warehouse stores have all departments found in conventional

si^^ermarkets, but carry a reduced number of items in each department,

and offer much fewer services. ^^ All store formats above the

horizontal axis in figure 3 can be considered as supermarkets, as they

are full-line stores in contrast to box and convenience stores idiich

are also self-service, but carry a limited assortment.

2.2. Nuntier and Size of Food Betailing Firms

Ihe concentration of sellers in a market reflects primarily the

size of the market relative to the extent of econcmies of scale and

scope present in the industry, although barriers to entry and

government intervention may also play a role. The degree of market

concentration serves as an indicator of possible monopoly power, and

the form and intensity of ccmpetition within an industry. ^^

In order to measure the number of sellers in a market and their

relative irtportance, several measures are available. Ihe four firm

concentration ratio (CR-4) is the most pcpalar measure of

concentration. 2' A weakness of CR-4 is that it does not reflect the

market share distribution anong the four largest firms and ignores the

^^Marion, Parker and Handy, 1986, pp. 300-301.

26Bain, 1968, p. 113.

^^Ihe CR-4 relates the aggregated sales volume of the four largest
firms to the total martet sales volume. this is equivcilent to the
consolidated market shares of the four leadir^ firms.

18



size of all other firms. In this respect the Herfindahl-Hirschman

Index (HHI) has an dbviaus advantage over CR-4 as it captures the

effect of each firms market share. 28 m any case, the HHI and the CR-4

are hi^y correlated. In connection with a measure of dispersion the

CR-4 explains most of the HHI variation for the concentration of

grtx:ery fiBiB.29

Ihe relevant martets for grocery retailing have been cilready

identified above as inherently local with the SMSA as approxiicate

geographic market entity. Although it is preferable to distinguish the

product market of si^jermarkets, the concentration ratios vAiich include

all grocery store seiLes are typically calculated. The supermarkiBt

concentration ratio (SCR-4) and the overall concentration ratio (CR-4)

are highly correlatedand the four doninant firms are in general

supermarkets, so only the major difference is the base of the two

measures.

Between the census years 1958 and 1977 loccd grocery store

concentration increased significantly. For a sanple of 173 SMSAs, the

CR-4 was on average 48.7 in 1958 and rose to 56.4 in 1977, whereby the

rate of increase accelerated since 1967. ^^ Uxzd. ccMTcentration,

however, varies considerably among SMSAs, as table 1 indicates. The

bulk of SMSAs (65.8 percent) had in 1972 a CR-4 between 40 and 60; nine

^^The HHI sums up the squared market share of each individual firm

in the market.

29parker, 1985, p.70.

30parker, 1985, p.59.

3lMarion, Parker and Handy, 1986, p. 307.
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Table 1: Grocery Store and Si^jennarket Concentration for 240 SMSAs

Classified by 1972 Concentration level, 1972 and 1977

Grocery Store Number Grocery Store Supermartet
Concentration of Mean CR4 Mean CR4 Mean SCE4 Mean SCR4
in 1972 (CR4) SMSAs in 1972 in 1977 in 1972 in 1977

< 30 5 27.86 32.20 38.40 41.42
30 < 40 17 35.07 40.02 48.65 51.51
40 < 50 81 44.90 49.71 61.84 64.87
50 < 60 77 54.69 58.05 72.12 73.30
60 < 70 45 64.72 66.02 83.44 82.52

> 70 15 74.93 76.89 90.40 88.49

Total 240 52.58 56.09 69.55 70.93

Source: Marion, Parker and Handy 1985, p. 309

Table 2: Average four Firm Concentration Levels by Population Size

of SMSA, 1977

R^julation SMSA 4 Firm Concentration Ratio
Size in 1000 Number Percent Simple average Std. Dev.

> 1000 36 13.0 54.1 4.7
1000 < 300 81 29.3 52.2 6.3
300 < 150 84 30.3 56.0 6.7
150 < 76 27.4 62.1 8.5

All SMSAs 277 100.0 56.1 12.1

Source: Parker 1985, p. 38.

20



c^

percent {22 SMSAa) had a CR-4 of less than 40, and the remaining 60

EMSAs (25 percent) had a CR-4 of more than 60. Ihe corresponlinj

concentration ratios for supermarket sales shew considerably hi^ier

levels, 91 percent of all SMSAs had in 1977 a SCR-4 of more than 60.

Hie trend in the change in concentration is positively related to the

initicil CR-4. Exc^jt in very hi^iLy concentrated EMSAs viiere the SCE-4

declined sli^tly fron 1972 to 1977.

The population size of a SMSA and its grocery store concentration

are listed in table 2. SMSAs with 300,000 to 1 million inhabitants are

the least concentrated. As population ard sales volume fall,

concentration increases. Ihis indicates the presence of economies of

scale, suggesting that fewer firms can attain an efficient size in

smaller markets. But cilso in the 36 largest SMSAs concentration is

higher (CR-4 of 54.1). When the two Icirgest SMSAs, New York and Las

Angeles viiicti have both very low CR-4s (32.4 and 38.3 respectively),

are excluded, the CR-4 of the ranaining 34 largest SMSAs rises to

55. 2. -^2 Here the question arises vdiether in these markets barriers to

entry are higher, since concentration is expected to decrease with

increasing martet size, ceteris paribus.

With the ciltemative concentration measure, the HHI, the basic

finding of hi^ and increasing concentration on the average of SMSAs is

the same. Hie HHI for si^ermartet sales rose from 1574 in 1972 to 1682

in 1977, viiereby 45 pertisnt of all SMSAs had HHI values above 1800 and

only 8 percent of the SMSAs were belcw 1000. •^-' the meaning of those

32parker, 1985, pp.37-38.

^^Earker, 1985, pp. 63-64.
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values beccmes clear in context of public policy issues. The

Department of Justice considers in its Merger Guidelines HHI values

between 1000 and 1800 as critical and would challenge mergers v*iicii

increase the HKE by more than 100 points, unless lew entry barriers or

other mitigating circumstances can be c^plied.-^'' In terms of firm

market share, a merger between two firms with a market share of 7.1

percent each would increase the HHI by approximately 100 points. ^^

2.3. Ocnglcmsrateness of Food Ctiadns

The term conglanerate afplies to firms engaging in production of

unrelated products, thus being present in more than one market. ^^ As

mentioned before, grocery retailing firms are increasingly organized in

the form of chains, thus operating on a nultistore basis, irtiat often

includes presence in several geographic markets. Seme chainstores may

be therefore considered as conglomerate firms with respect to different

geographic markets.

There is no canprehensive data available about the number of firms

tolerating in more than one geogr^ihical market. The national

34parker, 1985, p. 62.

-'^When firm A and B are independent, the HHI weights each of their
market shares (MS) as follows: MS(A)2 + MS(B)2. After merging their
market shares are reduced to one: (^B(A)+MS(B))2 = MS(A)2 + 2MS(A)MS(B)
+ MS(B)2, so that the change in HHI is 2MS(A)MS(B) . A change in HHI of
100 results if each firms market share eguals ^jproximately 7.1
percent.

3^reer, 1984, pp. 127-128.
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concentration ratios may serve as a crude ^proximation of

conglomerateness, assuming that overall firm sizes reflect also

geographical di^jersion. In the census year 1954 few grocery chains

could be considered as conglomerate finns. Four ctieiins held a share on

total U.S. grocery store sales of 20.9 percent, viiile the 5th to 20th

largest chains only accounted for 9.0 percent (C31-20 of 29.9) .^"^ Three

decades later, more firms have moved tcwards national significance. In

1982 the naticsial CR-4 was 16.4 percent, thus Icwer than previously,

lAereas the 5th to 20th Icirgest chains hold 19.2 percent of national

grocery store sales (CR-20 of 35.6).-^^

The growing number of conglonerate firms may have implicaticsTS for

local competition, since such firms have a particular potential to

engage in cross-subsidation and anticatpetitive policies.-'^ Further,

subsequent influences on structure, conduct, and performance in

i^jstream markets are likely, since powerful food chains have more

bargaining pcwer and may be able to reduce monopolistic overcharges of

manufacturers.

2.4. Vertical Integration

Vertical integration is present viien different originally

independent stages of the production-distribution process are linked in

3'Parker, 1985, p. 88.

3%.S. Ctepartment of Ccmmerce, 1985a, Tab. 6.

^^Schener, 1980, p. 335.
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one firm. The first step towards vertical integration for si^jermarket

chains is warehousing, that is procurement, storage arri distribution

functions usually performed by v4iolesalers.*° In 1977 321 warehouses

were operated by grocery chains. Since integrated warehousing proves

efficient only vdien there are enou^ stores to be served in a distance

of roughly 200 miles, a relatively hi^ sales volume in a given region

is prerequisite to attain economies of sccpe. Ihe 50 largest grocery

chains were cilmost totally integrated as 75 percent of their

merchandise was channeled through firm-cwned warehcuses and rou^y 24

percent was delivered directly by manufacturers.'*^

Several supermarket firms also engage in private label

merchandising, vrfiich includes product definition, label design, and

prcBOtion, leavin the processing to independent manufacturers. Private

label products usucdly yield hi^ier gross nargins per dollar of sales,

but receive more (expensive) shelf spaceas a form of sales prcmotion.

Independent viiolescilers also offer private label programs and other

related business services to smaller chains and firms, so that the cost

advantage to large firms is reduced. In 1980, private label products

accounted for 24.4 percent of sales of labeled food products. '*2

Direct integration of food processing in the food retailing firm

occurs mostly for regionally produced goods such as fluid milk, bread,

fresh and pr^ared meats, and ice cream. In seme instances grocery

chains are significant producers in a product class. Whether

''Oparker, 1985, p. 107.

"llparker, 1985, pp. 107-108.

42pa]*er, 1985, Ep.113-115.
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integration into manufacturing provides economies of scope or is more

Induced by the desire for conglcmerate growth is not evident. Parker

(1985, p. 122) ccrapared the relative profitability of food manufacturing

and food retailing and found that there were small gains throui^

econcniies of scope.

2.5. Barriers to Entry

Entry conditions are iirportant determinants of an industry's

condjict and performance. If entry is difficult, monopolistic power may

arise among established firms. ^-^

Four categories of entry barriers have been discussed in the

literature: (1) cost advantages of established firms, (2) hi(^ capital

raising costs, (3) barriers vMch eire due either to certain other

market characteristics or legal considuation (product differentiation,

patents and licenses) and (4) barriers erected by the incumbent firms

to forestall entry. ^^ The inportance of those barriers for the U.S.

grocery retailing industry shall be reviewed next.

Cost Mvantaqes

Sane econcmies of scale exist at the store level. As a result

bigger stores have Icwer costs as well as enjoying hi^er consumer

^^Bain, 1968, pp. 252-253.

^^Clarkson and Miller 1982, pp. 360-389; Greer, 1984, pp. 154-159;

Bain, 1968, p. 255.
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preferences, thus having a better basis for success.''^ On the other

hand large stores offer more items and more departments, lAiich tends to

increase costs. Becaiose large chains tend to be vinionized and, thus

pay hi^ier wages the barriers to entry for nonunionized films are

lowered. 4S

Some multistore econonies exist in retail trade. Ihe major

advertising medium (newspapers) is rather e^^sensive in larger

population centers, and covers the whole city, so that the spread of

advertising expenditures over many stores may yield substantial savings

for multistore finns. In medium to large sized EMSAs a simultaneous

opening of severeil stores may therefore be a prerequisite for

successful entry. ^^

Benefits of verticcil integration cilso favor the larger established

firms, but may be not so substantial \4ien the entrant is already

operating a warehouse at a feasible distance. Ihe cost advantage to

integrated chains for warehousing and transportation was about 0.6

percent of retail sales in thr 1972-78 period.*^

Capital Raising

The financial resources required to open a grocery store d^send on

the size of the store. For a 30,000 square foot supermarket fixed

''^Marion, Parker and Handy, 1985, p. 312.

^^Pariter, 1985, p. 130.

''^Marion, Parker and Handy, 1986, p. 314.

^^Grinnell, 1982, jp. 27-28.
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costs may run up to $1 million for stocking and equipment and $3

million liability for the lease of the store. '*^ In the case of multi-

store entry, this airount reaches dimensions not feasible for

independent entr^reneurs (snaller regional chains) viiich wish to

expand into a larger SMSA.

Other Market OTaracteristics

Ihe availability of attractive store sites nay be a serious

problem for locally unkncwn firms. Especially viien the entrant has to

conpete against already established firms for sites in new shojping

centers and doesn't offer an aE5)ealing new store format, locally

r^)uted firms are preferred or the entrant has to pay a hi^ier rent.^*'

Ihe prevailing enterprise differentiation is another issue that

affects the ease of entry. It makes a difference for the entrant if

the store format he plans to cpen is already abundantly present in the

market or not.^-'- A new store format is liJoely to have less prctolems to

find a good site, raise the cj^itzd, and to reach the necessary sales

volume by partly displacing its ccnpetitors. warehouse stores and box

stores are recent examples of sudi new successful store formats,

vAiereas conventional si^jennarkets face more saturated, well-served

market segments in vMch customers are more difficult to attract.

Strategic Barriers to Entry

This kind of barrier is closely related to industry conduct, to

\*iich the follcwing chapter is devoted. Its presence indicates that

*%arion, Parlor and Handy, 1986, p. 315.

SOwarion, fturker and Handy, 1986, p. 315.

^^ves and Porter, 1977, p. 254.
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there are feedback effects from conduct to market structure »*iich may

occur in oligcpolized martets. The reactions towards entrants will

depend on the niche the entrant intends to cover and the threat it is

posing for the incumbent firms. ^^

The strategy of preenpting the market can take two forms in

retailing. Excess Cc^jacity may be built ahead of demand, for exanple in

the anticipation of grcwth in new suburbs. Likewise the martet can be

preeiiptied in terms of store foniiats.^-' For the latter Grinnell (1985,

p. 317) resorts transformations of obsolete chain stores in no-frill box

or warehouse stores and Marion et al. (1985, p. 317) mention store

remodeling in the wate to a cctnpetitors entry. Ihose strategies are

difficult to detect, and they also embody benefits for consumers.

More aggressive reactions preceding or following an actual entry

are easier to recognize and subject to public attention, as they

involve a dramatic increase in price and advertising conpetition. When

a dcminant firm is a conglcmerate or has many stores in a SMSA, it can

reduce prices especially in stores close to the entrant's site. The

new-ccmer is then forced to carry very lew prices and to endure losses,

viiile the established firm can cross-subsidize to neutralize losses.^*

This strategy is illegal vdien predatory pricing or atteirpts to

moncpolize can be detected. ^^ However, there is same evidence that

aggressive price-matdiing and advertising campaigns occur, during v4iich

52caves and Porter, 1977, p. 260.

^^Scherer, 1980. pp. 253-260.

54scherer, 1980, p. 335.

^^Clayton Act, Sec. 2, and Sherman Act Sec. 2.
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scmetines capital weak firms have to file for bankruptcy. ^^

Statistical Evidence of Barriers to Entry

Marion et al. (1979, p. 76) included in their structure-profit

analysis a variable that characterized firms viiich were relatively new

in a SMSA. Ihose fimis were ejqsected to ej^serience Icwer profits

during the first years, a hypothesis that was confirmed by the

regression results. Ihe entry variable was negatively related to

profits and highly significant, thus suggesting that barriers to entry

were present.^'

3 Firm Ccnduct

The way in v*iich the market participants interact, and the

respective bargaining power they possess heavily influence market

performance. In food retailing the services offered by stores are not

homogeneous, sellers' concentration is rather hi^ in most markets and

barriers to entry cannot be overruled, the sv;5)ermarket industry can

therefore be classified as oligopolistic. In such circumstances firms

have market power, their price and output decisions influence the

martet equilibrium ('price maker').^^ Ihe degree of mutual

interdependence may vary between store formats and is cilso influenced

^^Cottarill and Mueller, 1980, R). 569-571; Marion, Parker and
Handy, 1986, p.317.

S'^Marion et al., 1979, p. 82.

SSfiain, 1968, p. 114.
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by basic conditions and market structure. For example, firms in a fast

growing market may behave differently than in a slow growing one, viiere

one firm can grow only at the e35)ense of his conpetitors. Ihis iiiplies

that many forms and intensities of price and non-^jrice competition are

likely to be ctoserved across local markets. In the following, the

general pricing and advertising strategies are summarized before the

evidence COTceming oligopolistic behavior is discussed.

3.1 Pricing Patterns, Advertising and Prxmoticn

me ctoservation that prices for the same items differ among stores

is ccrnnon to every consumer. However, not all prices differ

systematically among stores, althou^ sane stores appear generally

hitler priced. The fact that hii^ and lew price stores coexist can be

explained by the fact that hi^ priced stores offer greater service and

therefore do not necessarily have hi^ier profits. Whereas gross

margins averaged 24.3 percent for 32 grocery chains in 1986-87,^^ box

stores operate on gross margins of 12 to 13 percent. °"

Supermarkets harrile thousands of items so that they have sane

flexibility in their particular pricing decisions. According to Gold

et clL. (1982, p. 84) the percentage markup on individual items may

extend fran -5 to 55 percent. There are several reasons for sucii

pricing patterns. Markups can be manipulated according to the price

59ifc laui^in and Hawkes, 1987, p. 4.

6°Handy and Stafford, 1981, p. 197.
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elasticity of demand arri the total value of an item. Seme products may

serve consumers as indicator of the overcill store price level (i.e.

miHc, meat) and therefore be priced on a lower margin. Prices have

also psychological aspects. A price of $.49 seems to indicate a

reduction frcm $.50, therefore odd pricing is wide spread.

Frequent price changes are a ccninon policy. Devine and Marion

(1979, p. 233) observed that stores changed prices fron week to week on

40 to 46 percent of the 65 items price-checked. As in food retailing

prices are also a form of pramotion, products are alternately featured

for their low prices. Special deals and cdlcwances frcm manufacturers

give further scope for variable price merchandising.

Advertising and in-store prcinotion conplement each other and are

closely related to the pricing strategy. However, advertising also can

es|:hasize non-price attractions, such eis store games, coi^xsning, or

other prcmotiOTial activities. ^^

3.2 The Dynamics of Pricing and Advertising

One inportant characteristic of oligcpolistic behavior is the

recognition of the mutual interdependence by the existing firms. As

mentioned in connection with the market definition, supermarkets price-

check each other, a fact that indicates their mutual awareness. When

there is mutual interd^jendence, one firm is likely to respond to

changes in the strategy of a rival. Ihe response may either consist in

^^Id et al., 1981, p.90.
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matching the cxaipetitor's moves by c<:^)ying his strategy, or pursuing

countermoves (store differentiation). Sansolo (1985) r^»rts longer

store hours, enphasis on perishables, cleanliness, and frierrily service

in response to price competition. Firms may establish an equilibrium

situation of coexistence as long as no aggressive firm operates in the

market, that means as long as their conjectures are not proven to be

wrong. ^2 The mar)<et dynamics are therefore best studied »*ien

disturbances occur.

Several r^xsrts in business magazines describe market reactions to

the entry of price aggressive firms. ^^ However, few atteirpts have been

made to measure and quantify the competitive reaction triggered by

enterirq firms. ^"^ Handy and Stafford (1981) surveyed systematically

the Washington, D.C. area as a new box store diain entered the market

in 1979. Iheir observations reveal a strong ccnpetitive iitpact

especially on the price levels of the two leadirq chains, v*iich had a

conbined market share of more than 60 percent. One leading chain had

reduced prices in its outlets close to the box stores already in

anticipation of their opening, a nove that may be interpreted as an

attempt at zone-pricir^. Five weeks after the first survey both

dcminant fims had lowered their overall price level in the Washingtoi

area, vfaile the other firms had stable or slew rising prices. In 34

weeks after the box stores arrived, the price structure in the market

^^Bresnahan, 1981, pp. 942-943.

63po]- example: Sansolo, 1985; Progressive Grocer, Oct. 1983;

Advertising Age, April 1986.

64For exairple: Cotterill and Mueller, 1980; Handy anJ Stafford,

1981.
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had becone much more diverse, and the price differential between the

box stores and the average of all films had dropped frcm 30 percent to

25.^^ The advertising intensity increased throu^out the market,

especially previously li^t advertisers increased their advertising

e>q3enses markably. Supermarket's offers to redeem coupons at double

face value, and the introduction of consumer games complemented the

Cdipetitive tactics. ^^

In the context of oligopoly theory these responses demonstrate

that the initicd equilibrium situation, \*iere the market leaders had

similar price levels, was disturbed by the ejqjectation and presence of

a new coipetitor. Coiparable conclusions can be drawn fron the

." observaticns of firms' pricing behavior during experimental public

'_; price reporting programs.^" Ihose corcparative price reports caused

ocmfusicm among sellers v*io drc^jped average prices during the

publication period, but returned after the test period to their

prer^jorting conjectures, since prices rebcunded subsequently.^^

Boynton et al. (1983, p. 22) note that responses across the four test

cities were not uniform, and also individual firms' reactions were

diverse. However, the authors could not find a significant relation

between concentraticai and price response, or between a doninant firm's

market share and price response across the four martets. Tliey

^^landy and Stafford, 1981, pp. 198-199.

^%andy and Stafford, 1981, p. 201.

^'^Devine and Marion, 1979; Boynton, Blanke and Uhl, 1983.

^^Devine and Marion, 1979 and 1980; Boyntcin, Blanke and Uhl, 1983;

Benson and Famincw, 1985.
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attribute the varying reactions to firm specific factors, the

conpetitive history, and the previously reigning market situation, an

explanation that niay be valid for the short run.^^ Moreover, their

sample was not large enou^ to allow general conclusions for the impact

of concentration on finn behavior and market pcwer, an issue that will

be closer examined in the follcwing section.

4. Perfnrmrinoe

The econcniic performance of an industry consists of four elements,

efficiency, equity, econcmic progress, and macroeconctnic stability.

Here the r^»rt will focus on efficiency and equity since they are most

important.
j

•' Efficiency cotprises several eispects. C*ie aspect is whether

individual firms operate at minimim costs for a given output or waste

resources. Ihis is called econcmic efficiency, viiich includes

necessarily also tedinical efficiency. If all firms operate at minimum

long run average costs and, thus, be in the range of optimal firm

sizes, the industry has achieved productive efficiency. Whether the

sociaaiy desirable aircunt of output is produced is a matter allocative

efficiency. When prices equal marginal costs, aggregated consumer and

producer surplus are maximized and the aillocatian of resources is

considered optimal. Effective cotpetition leads to prices that are

close to marginal costs, so that no economic profit can be earned.

^^Boynton, Blanke and Uhl, 1983, pp. 24-25.
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Ihus, hi^ profits indicate e>q)loitation of market pcwer and allocative

inefficiency. Likewise a ccjiparison of prices between similar markets

may give information about monopolistic overcharges.

Ihe traditional view in industrial organization theory states that

eoononic profits can be earned in hii^y concentrated markets due to

inplicit or es^jlicit collusion in the presence of significant barriers

to entry. ''° However, a recent debate has arisen vrtiether this theory

ard the eitpirical evidence supporting it is correct. Advocates found a

positive and significant relationship between concentration and

profits. Of?»nents, however, found that a firm's csm martet share and

not market concentration is positively correlated with firm profits,

viien both variables are included in the same regression. ^•'- This result

supports Demsetz's (1973) si5)eriority hypothesis, that hi^

concentration and hi^ profits are the result of the growth in market

share of successful (profitable) firms. In an analysis of

specification uncertainty and the possible bias by researchers' prior

beliefs, Bothwell et al. (1984) found in a sample of manufacturing

businesses only clear support of positive correlation to profit for the

variables firm growth, advertising and market share, viiereas

concentration, measures of barriers to entry and risk showed no

positive association to profits.

Ihe focus of the controversy is whether large firms earn hi^

profits becaiise they are superior and have Icwer costs (and the few

large sv^ierior firms have positive inpact on figures of average

^Ofiain, 1968; Stigler, 1968, Ol.S.

''^ksale and Branch, 1982, p. 90; Smirlock et al., 1984, p. 1053.
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industry profits) , or because they possess martet power v*iich cillows

them to raise prices. In the latter case all firms in the market

should make profits unless they are marginal producers that would drop

out under competitive conditions. '^ p^ further source of inefficiency

may be hidden in oligc^xslistic industries «Aien weak coipetition allcws

firms to operate on hi^er cost curves. In such a case of x-

inefficiency the firm will not shew hii^ier profits althou^ prices

charged are above caipetitive levels. '^

While the si^jeriority-market power debate appears still unsolved,

the evidence in food retailing industry st)all be examined in the

following section. A further aspect of market performance v*iich sh2ai

be considered is the distribution of wealth and the way in viiich the

market pronotes equity.

The industry's pranotion of progress, the development and adaption

of new cost saving technologies can be eilso viewed as element of its

performance. However, there is little researdi available, so that this

issue will not be addressed in this paper. It may be noted that

Marion, Parker ard Handy (1985, p. 326) judged the dynamic efficiency in

the food retailing sector to be 'modest' , arguing that most innovations

originate frcm equipnent si^pliers rather than fron the industry

itself.

^^smirlock et al., 1984, fp. 1051-1052.

'^Greer, 1984, p.425.
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4.1. Efficiary

Whereas most market performance studies focus on manufacturing

iniustries, a study of retail trade is valued because many geographic

markets exist with various structural settings, viiich cillcws for a

large sample, and the problem of parameter nonstationarity associated

with interindustry studies is less likely to occur in intraindustry

coraparisons. When grocery stores have similar cost structures and

accounting techniques across markets, accounting profits may serve as

basis for performance ccnparisons . However, an evciluation of cross-

sectional grocery prices may lead to more valid conclusions about the

industry's conduct and performance with respect to the structural

settings.''* Before the available grocery retailing price and profit

performance studies are discussed, sane characteristics and

inplicaticxis of particular industry subgroups shcLLl be considered.

Supermarkets are not honogeneous with respect to services, prices,

and therefore costs. With differing prices across firms (store

formats) , the dominating store format in a given market may bias the

prevailirq price level independent of concentration. Store size does

not satisfactorily reflect this effect since, for exanple, box stores

and convenience stores are both small but box stores have Icwer prices;

likewise, si^erstores and warehouse stores have ccnparable sizes

edthou^ they have very different price levels. Ideally price levels

of the same store format should be analyzed across markets.

Furthermore, firms operating more than one store in a particular

''''Scherer, 1980, p. 288.
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market enjoy sane cost advantages in advertising, »*iile r^ional chains

benefit from efficiencies of scope due to integrated warehousing.'^

This implies that c^3eratir«g costs will differ across finiis even for

stores of the same size and format. However, v*ien markets are selected

that do not differ significantly from each other in terms of store

format donincince and corporate organization, average price levels and

average cost in individual markets would provide a satisfactorily basis

for ccstparative performance analyses.

Three studies of price and profit performance have been conducted

for the U.S. grocery retail trade. ''^ Ihese studies are based on

different models and data sets ^Aiich are sunmarized in table 3. Marion

et al. (1979) and Cotterill (1984) analyzed firm level data; Marion et

al. restricted their structure-price aneilysis to three grocery chairs

for v*iich conparable data was available, and Cotterill covered

supermarkets in the state of Vermont. In contrast, Lamm (1981) used

aggregate market level data, coipiled by the Bureau of labor

Statistics.

In the li^t of the martet share-concentraticai debate, it should

be noted that only one study controls firm market share by including

relative firm market shares (FPMS) as explanatory variable. Whereas

the firm market sh£u:e (JMS) is determined as the ratio of firm sales to

market sales volume, RFMS measures a firm's size relative to the

leading firms in the market and is caiputed as the ratio of FMS to the

'^see Chapter IV, Sec. 2.3 and 2.4

''Clarion et al., 1979a and 1979b; lamm, 1981; Cotterill, 1984 and
1986.
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four firm concentration ratio {CR-4).''' Althou^ Smirlock et al.

(1984, p. 1053) disregard the measure of relative market share in favor

of the ordinary market share, Marion et eil. (1979a, p. 71) angue that in

cross-sectional analyses the RfMS is more apprcpriate, since it

measures the firms' relative carrpetitive position (especially its

discretion in pricing and its relative cost advantage) . Additionally

the FFMS has, in contrast to the PTE, the advantage that it is not

hi^ily correlated with the CR-4 and nulticollinearity in the model Ccin

be avoided.'^

The results of the three studies are very similar in that all of

them indicate that a hi^ degree of seller concentration is one cause

of price disparity across markets. Eadi study, hcwever, highlights

other aspects as well. Hie relative firm market share and

concentration ratio are the nost inportant variables explaining firms

prices in the Marion et al. (1979a) study, both are positive, and

statistically significant. In addition, the measure of market rivalry

(the change in CR-4) has a strong inpact on the ejqjlanatory pcwer of

the model and has the expected inverse relationship to prices.

Similarly prices tend to be significantly Icwer in growing markets.'^

Cotterill (1984, p. 15) analyses rural markets **iere the four firm

si.53ermcur)cet concentration is on average 96.1 pertrent.^" His results

"this is equivcdent to the ratio of the firm's sades to the sales
volume of the four leading firms.

'^Marion et al., 1979a, p. 71.

''Marion et al., 1979a, p. 102.

S^lhe doninant firm has in 11 out of 18 markets a share of more
than 50 percent, 11 markets have less than four supermarkets.
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point out that the HHI is the best measure of concentration, shewing a

strong positive effect on firm prices. Alternatively, the one firm

concentration ratio estimates the price level almost as well,

indicating a doninant role of the market leader. Ihis finding is

c^^xDsite to Deitisetz's (1973) hypothesis that a larger market share

indicates superiority, such that firm profits will be hi^er because of

lower costs, not because of higher prices. Likewise the firm's market

share proves to influence its price level, such that an increase in its

market share by 10 percent would lead to approximately 0.6 percent

hi^er store prices. This may indicate sane facial nxaicpoly power of

individual firms. Independent SL5)ermarkets had, ceteris paribus, about

2 percent higher prices than chainstores, suggesting that economies of

sct^je (advertising, warehousing) are significant. Prices were also

significantly hi^ier in small and large supermartets than in medium

sized stores. Ihis illustrates that increasing econcmies of scale are

offset and reversed by increasing costs of store differentiation.

Parameters for transportation cost and demand variables (income level

and population growth) had only negligible effects and were not

significant . ^ '•

VBiereas in rural markets the leadirq firm's market share (CR-1)

has doninant iitpact on the overall price level, in urban cu:^as the

three firm concentration is the relevant meeisure of market pcwer

according to lamn's (1981) evaluation. Ihe introduction of the maricet

shares of each four leading firms cis individual explanatory variables

indicates that an increase in the market share of one of the tc^ three

S^lcotterill, 1984, pp. 18-22.
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firms raises market prices. Ihe inpact of the second firm is the

largest: 10 percent increase in its market share causes a 0.6 percent

increase in food prices, ^^ ^ result that is surprisir^ly similar to the

leading firm's ittpact on prices in Cotterill's study. Ihe fourth firm

in the metropolitan market appears to ccitplicate tacit collusion and

leads to more corpetitive pricing, as its market share has a negative

effect on the market price level. The three firm concentration ratio

accordingly proves to be a better indicator for the exploitation of

market power than alternative concentration ratios, althou^ the joint

use of individual firm market shares is significantly superior to

concentration ratios. All other variables in this model show the

expected sign and are significant.^-'

Lamm (1981, p. 75) also searches for criticcd levels of firm market

shares and suggests that in markets in viiich the three leading firms

have more than 24, 13, and 10 percent market share respectively, and

the fourth firm less than 7.5 percent, "collusion becanes most

'effective'". This preposition appears to be in contradiction to

Geithman et al. (1981, jp. 350-352), who find no critical concentration

ratio in the sipermarlcet industry, usir^ the data set of Marion et al.

(1979) and substituting dummy variables for continuous concentration

ratios. Geithman et al. (1981) also examine the influence of

alternative concentration ratios of prices. Althcu^ prices increase

S^ihis figure is indicated in tab. 2 at laram (1981, p. 74) ; the

acccnpanying text, hcwever, refers to the values of the various

regressions in a different way than displayed in the table, and

suggests a 0.31 percent increase in food prices.

^^Scine of the regional dummy variables are not significant. laram,

1981, pp.72-74.
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continuously with increasing CR-3, the difference beoanes statistically

significant vjhen CE-3 ranges from 50-55 percent. 3'* In essence, both

studies indicate that concentration levels above CE-3 of 45 can be

considered criticcil, in that prices begin to increase with rising

concentration, a magnitude that is attained in most grocery retail

markets.

Since all of the considered price-structure studies indicate

exploitation of market power in hi^ concentrated markets, it can be

concluded that in those cases prices are not close to marginal costs

and therefore allocative efficiency is not achieved. Vfhen grocery

firms c^ierate technically and econaniceaiy efficient, these higher

prices should translate directly into hi(^ier profits.

For the Vermont si^jermarkets, Cotterill (1983, pp.23-24) cites the

1980 before tax profit-sales ratio of three chains (2.25, 3.55, and

5.95 percent) canpared to the industry average (1.46 percent) . One of

the chains collected 15.1 percent of its before tax profits in Vermont

for 1980, while this state accounted for only 3.7 percent of the

diain's total sales.

Whereas Lamm (1981) did not study profits, Marion et cil. (1979a,

pp. 56-94) present a canplete structure-profit analysis (based on pretax

profits as a percent of seiles on SMSA level) . Price and profit

analysis, however, draw on different samples and are therefore not

fully Cdiparable. Nevertheless, Mcurion et eil. conpile a table

ccrparing the estimated price increases with corresponding profit

^''ihe range between CR-3 40 and 50 shotfs also relative hii^ t-

values. Geithman et cil., 1981, p. 352.
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increases that were ccrrputed for various RFMSs while moving towards

hii^er concentration ratios. ^^ Firms with a RPMS of 25 percent were

estimated to have in any market 0.7 percent hi^er prices than those

with a RPMS of 10, and their profits were also hi(^ier by 0.78 percent.

Firms with a RFMS of 55, however, had 3.2 percent hi^er prices than

caipetitors in similar concentrated markets with a RFMS of 10, t»it only

2.34 percent hi^er profits, indicating that 73 percent of the price

difference is reflected in hi^ier profits. Similar firms (same PFTG) in

higher concentrated markets appear to have much hi^er costs. For

exanple only 16 percent of the price difference between markets with

CR-4 of 40 and CR-4 of 70 show i^ as profits. ^^

The figures in both studies suggest that costs are hi^er in more

concentrated markets and in markets v*iere one firm has a large market

share. This may be partly due to more intensive nonprice cctipetition

(advertising, open hours, prcmiDtian, store differentiation) and also

costly excess c^iacity (serving as barrier to entry) might reduce

actual profits.

As r^xDrted by Sansolo (1985) for the Indianapolis market, seme

stores are able to reduce costs when they are exposed to severe price

cciiipetition. TJie degree by vMch services are reduced by cutting costs

is difficult to measure, so that no conclusive answer can be given in

the matter of x-inefficiency.

^^Marion et al., 1979a, p. 131.

S^Marion et al., 1979a, p. 131.
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4.2 Eqalty

As the survey of the previous section indicates, grocery retail

firms are able to raise prices above ccaipetitive levels in concentrated

markets. Ihis means a loss in consumer surplus viiile grocery store

fins earn moncpoly rents. Stated differently, incane is redistributed

frcm cansumers tovrards supermarket firms in oligopolistic markets. A

consequent questicm is to vtiat extent these rents benefit the factors

of production. Since in this distribution process the bargaining power

of labor is of crucicd iiportance, firms profits and prices mi^t be

related to the degree of unionization. One hypothesis is that unions

can extract itore benefits for enployees »4ien st^ermarket concentratioi

is hi^,^' another is that strong unions are one cause of increasing

food prices even in low concentrated retail markets. ^^

There is sane empirical sv^iport for both hypotheses. lamm (1982)

used basiccdly the same model and data set as in his previously cited

study (Lamm 1981) , adiing a variable that measures union concentration

(percentage of total grocery store man-hours worked by union enployees

in each SMSA) and found a significant positive relation between uniai

membership and retail food prices. ^^

Voos and Mishel (1986) looked at the profit performance of

unionized and nonunionized firms on the SMSA level that was based on

the model and data set of Marion et al. (1979a) . The union inpact was

8'^Voos and Mishel, 1986, p. 514.

SSLainm, 1982, p. 73.

89Lamm, 1982, p. 76.
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treated as exogenous in one case and in interaction with grocery store

concentration in another. Their results show a significant negative

inpact of unionization on firms' profits, and an even stronger negative

influence in concentrated ret£iil markets. ^° It can be concluded that

unions obviously have the power to force partial redistribution of

monopoly rents and may even be the cause of hi^er food retail prices.

Another issue of incone distribution and equity is related to the

geographiced coverage of si^jermarkets. Poor coverage may be a prctilem

in some rurcil areas, but is socially more alarming viien it occurs in

low-incane areas, especially of the inner cities of large metrcpolitan

areas.

Inner-city supermarkets have hi(^ier c^ierating expenses and are

less profitable than stores located in the subuits. Iheir financial

performance is poor, mainly due to a lower sales volume, but they have

also hitler expenses for real estate tax, insurance, as well as

increased cash imbalances, and have more problems with bad checks and

inventory shrinkage (theft) . An older and less efficient store design

additionally raises labor costs. ^^ Ihese prospects are not very

attractive for st^ermarket chains vMch are reluctant to cover inner-

city poverty areas. When the market is left to smaller independent

grocery stores with even hii^ier operating costs and gross margins, the

incaie positicai of poor households (viiich spend a large portion of

^^Acconding to their estimates unions were able to keep 57 percent

of the monopoly rent, a figure that is conparable with estimates for

manufacturing industries. Voos and Mishel, 1986, p. 516; Karier, 1985.

^^Marion, 1982, jp. 23-24.
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their income on food) is worsened. ^^

Althou^ those effects are socially undesirable, si;5)enitarkets

firms cannot be blamed for not investing in markets with weak demanJ

and hi^ risk. On the other hand, these innercity problems illustrate

that the prevailing food retailing system benefits the rich more than

the poor.

5. Inplicaticns for Public Balicy

Fran the precedirg survey it can be concluded, that most local

grocery retail markets are oligopolistic. Since multistore operations

offer efficiencies of scape in advertising and procurement, the trend

towards larger firns will continue. Markets in rurcil areas and less

populated SMSAs will e3q}erience relatively hi^ier prices. But very

large SMSAs also face hi^ concentration, evidently due to barriers to

entry. Evaluations of price and profit performance indicate

significant exploitation of market power in hii^y concentrated

markets, so that it appears that the industry's move towards productive

efficiency counteracts cdlocative efficiency.

The possibilities of public policy to enforce more competitive

pricing in oligopolized markets are limited, althcu^ the antitrust

laws provide same tools for intervention. Entry deterring practices

(discriminatory pricing) ^diich indicate an attempt to monopolize are

illegal under the Clayton Act (Sec. 2) . Mergers vdiich may substantially

^^Marion, 1982, p. 22.
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lessen caipetition can be challenged with reference to the Clayton Act

(Sec.7). Further, the Federal Trade Coinmission Act (Sec. 5) prchibits

unfair methods of caipetition.^-'

inlying the existing antitrust laws is a delicate task. The

urderlying econcmic forces generating concentration (econcsnies of

scape) cannot be neutralized by laws, as was attempted in the Van's

grocery case in 1966 by the Supreme Court.^* Further, de novo entry by

large food chains into slow grcwing markets mi^t add to excess

capacity, so that market extension mergers may be relatively mare

desirable >*ien firms try to ej^and. The readiness to allow even

substantial martet extension nergers has been exenplified by the

Federal Trade CcmmissiOTi's (FTC) final order in the case of Grand

laiion's acquisition of Colonial Stores Inc. in 1983 vhidh reversed the

Administrative Law Judge's initijd decisicsi to challenge the merger. ^^

The question remains v*iether the desire of large conglcmerate

firms to further expand is really driven by superiority or efficiency,

and how the inherent risk of exploitation of market pcwer can be

lowered. Some faith in the market dynamics may be appnpriate as long

eis innovative firms are able to penetrate markets and revive sluggish

S^seplaki, 1982, fP-662-671.

^^on's acquisition of Shopping Bag Food Stores in the Ice Angeles

area was challerged. The fact that the number of single store

c^jerators has been drastically declining was enough for Justice Black
to conclude that horizontal mergers were not desirable ("per se" rule)

.

Asch, 1983, H). 275-276; Seplaki, 1982, p. 435.

^^The actual controversy in this case was focused on the product
market definition and the concluded height of entry barriers. But
Conmissioner Pertschuk, v4io disagreed with the PTC's argument,

indicates in his concurrent statement awareness of the need to allcw
this market extension merger. FTC, 1984, pp. 1090-1091.
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conpetition. Although new store formats face lower entry barriers,

public policy should concentrate on market conduct rather than

structural develc^ments in order to ensure fair conpetition and to ke^

entry barriers as low as possible.
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V. sum&RX

The recent structure of the grocery retciiling industry roots

back into the time v*ien technological progress and econonic grcwth

fostered the develc^ment of chainstores and sv^jermarkets. Today

smaller grocery stores and supermarkets perform different functions,

so that the relevant product market for supermarkets should include

only supermartet sales. The appropriate geographic market is the

SMSA.

The Txyst important basic conditions that determine the

industry's structure are public policy, tecimology, population and

inccme growth. Store loyalty and the importance of location for

consumers store choice are issues that also influence the industry's

conduct.

The market structure is characterized by a hi^ degree of

enterprise differentiation, Vihich provides firms sane mcax^oly power.

Seller concentration has been increasing and was genercdly qiiite hi^

in local urban markets, with a SCR-4 of 71 percent in 1977. Grocery

chains increasingly dominate the grocery retail sector and often

operate in several markets in one or more given rajions. They are

therefore conglonerate in nature vtiich allcws them to cross-

suteidize in order to deter entry. Vertical integration, especieilly

in warehousing, is canmon for medium to large sized grocery chains as

it offers econcmies of scc^e. When barriers to entry cannot be

overruled, oligcpolistic behavior is possible. Entry conditions for

supermarkets can be characterized as mixed. Chain stores enjoy
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several cost advantages in local advertising, capital raising, site

availability and vertical integration, such that in sane cases

moltistore entry may be required.

Si.?)erniarket pricirq patterns vary considerably, since c^jerating

costs can be dispersed among thousands of items. Pricing, proiotion

and advertising strategies complement each other in order to

differentiate a store. The dynamics of pricing and advertising

reveal interactions between conpetitors' strategies, so that mutual

interdependence and recognition, v*iich characterize oligc^xjlistic

markets, can be assumed for most local markets.

Evaluations of market performance with regard to prices and

profits suH»rt the assunption of oligopolistic beiiavior. With

increasing concentration, prices are significantly higher. Profits

do not always go \jp proportionally, perhaps because of hi(^ier

ej^jenses for store differentiation and x-inefficiency. As

unionization appears to have a negative impact an firm profits,

especially in more concentrated grocery markets, moncpoly rents are

in part redistributed towards labor.

Public policy is not able to prevent increasing concentration

and is reluctant to fii^t conglcmerateness. Itore enphasis could be

placed on controlling market conduct. Canpetition will be most

effective vAien entry is easy and markets include innovative store

formats vftiich emjiiasize lew prices.
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AbstzacA:

Demand for food is very inelastic and store location is an

important determinant of consumer's store choice, so that increasing

concentration in grocery retail markets bears a particuleir risk of

oligopolistic pricing. The purpose of this study was to survey and

evciluate the literature on structure, conduct, and performanoe in the

U.S. grocery retailing industry. The major findings can be summarized

as follcws.

Supermarket concentration has been increasing and is quite hi^ in

the majority of local markets. Stores differentiate themselves.

Verticcilly integrated chainstores enjoy economies of scope and have

growing importance in meet markets. Barriers to entry cannot be

overruled, but are lower for new store formats. The pricing and

advertising behavior of si^aermarkets indicate that mutual d^jendencies

are recognized. local markets can therefore be considered as

oligopolistic in structure and conduct.

Evaluations of market performance si^port the assunption of

oligcpolistic behavior. With increasing concentration prices are

significantly hi(^er. Profits do not always go up prcportionally. A

portion of moncpoly rents is redistributed tcwands labor when

unicxiization is hi^.

Public policy is not able to prevent increasing conoentraticxi and

is reluctant to fi^t conglanerateness. Hcwever, the food retailing

industry can still be characterized as reasonably caipetitive as long

as markets are open to innovative firms.


